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Abstract: Ground-based telescopes and space exploration have provided outstanding observations
of the complexity of icy planetary surfaces. This work presents our review of the varying nature
of carbon dioxide (CO2) and carbon monoxide (CO) ices from the cold traps on the Moon to Pluto
in the Kuiper Belt. This review is organized into five parts. First, we review the mineral physics
(e.g., rheology) relevant to these environments. Next, we review the radiation-induced chemical
processes and the current interpretation of spectral signatures. The third section discusses the nature
and distribution of CO2 in the giant planetary systems of Jupiter and Saturn, which are much
better understood than the satellites of Uranus and Neptune, discussed in the subsequent section.
The final sections focus on Pluto in comparison to Triton, having mainly CO, and a brief overview of
cometary materials. We find that CO2 ices exist on many of these icy bodies by way of magnetospheric
influence, while intermixing into solid ices with CH4 (methane) and N2 (nitrogen) out to Triton and
Pluto. Such radiative mechanisms or intermixing can provide a wide diversity of icy surfaces, though
we conclude where further experimental research of these ices is still needed.

Keywords: ices; frost lines; outer solar system; Galilean satellites; Saturn system

1. Introduction

Carbon-bearing (C-bearing) species are common throughout the Solar System, with
the most abundant species observed in comets and planetary surfaces being carbon dioxide
(CO2), followed by carbon monoxide (CO), and methanol (CH3OH) [1,2]. CO2 and CO have
been observed (or inferred) through spectroscopic observations, either through ground-
based and space telescopes, like the Spitzer Space Telescope, Infrared Astronomical Satellite
(IRAS), United Kingdom Infrared Telescope (UKIRT), or planetary missions, such as Galileo,
Voyager 2, and New Horizons. Such missions provided images and spectroscopic data
whose absorption bands have been used to determine the nature of CO2 and CO solids
(see Section 3). Interestingly, the CO2 band positions shift on the various planetary bodies,
connoting the complex and variable nature in which the CO2 solids are formed and mixed
with other species on these icy surfaces.

In the Jovian and Saturnian systems, CO2 on the surface of their satellites has a
spectral band center wavelength consistent with a characteristic of solid CO2 but not of
the crystalline or amorphous phases, indicating a complexity with other materials, which
may include water ice, H2O, and carbonaceous materials [3–5]. The slight blueshift of
around 4–13 cm−1 (observed for Ganymede, Callisto, Phoebe, Iapetus, and Hyperion) of
the ν3 band is thought to be associated with the CO2 surrounded by a clathrate cage, which
may be formed from a host ice, such as water or even non-ice material [3]. This is consistent
with the fact that at the typical temperatures (e.g., ~100–160 K) and pressures of the Jovian
and Saturnian satellites (10–100 s of µPa), pure CO2 ice would otherwise sublimate away
if not replenished frequently since its equilibrium vapor pressure is ~10−4 to 10 Torr [6].
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Iapetus demonstrates a good example of how CO2-type volatile mixing correlates with
spectral shifting (see also Section 3), where the mixture with H2O shifts the CO2 ν3 band
by confining the asymmetric stretching mode of the molecule (Figure 1) [7].

Figure 1. Infrared spectra of the Jovian, Saturnian, and Triton moons with labeled CO2 (1.65, ~2.0,
4.27 µm) spectral bands. Note that the 4.27 µm band of Iapetus is shifted in comparison with the
Phoebe spectrum. Spectra offset for clarity. Europa and Ganymede spectra from [8]; Iapetus spectrum
from [9]; Phoebe spectrum from [10]; Triton spectrum from [11].

While the focus of this review focuses mostly on the outer Solar System beyond the
asteroid belt, we should also briefly review the case for solid CO2 on the Moon and Mars
(and potentially within the craters of Mercury) [12]. The CO2 placement in these inner
rocky bodies serves as an interesting placement of CO2 condensation and sublimation
dynamics. On the Moon, particularly at the lunar poles, there are cold regions with
temperatures < 110 K, as observed by the Diviner radiometer instrument onboard the
Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO) [13]. Free carbon, even observed in meteoritic samples,
has no gaseous phase at lunar surface temperatures and therefore cannot condense, leaving
CO2 as the primary carbon constituent at lunar cold traps [2]. Pockets of CO2 should
be stable within certain craters, such as Haworth, Amundsen (Figure 2a), de Gerlache,
and others, over a cumulative area of ~200 km2 [2]. The confirmation of CO2 volatiles at
the lunar poles was also confirmed by the LCROSS (Lunar Crater Observation and Sensing
Satellite) probe, which impacted within the Cabeus crater and released CO2, validating
thermal stability models [14]. CO was also observed by the LRO Lyman Alpha Mapping
Project (LAMP) instrument, though this may have been a case of CO being a decomposition
product of the CO2 released during the LCROSS impact [15]. The origin of this CO2 is
likely to be of solar wind origin [16] or micrometeoroids [1]. The sublimation rate of solid
CO2 at these cold traps would be negligible [2,17]. Exosphere models have observed that
the capture rate of CO2 on the Moon is rather high (compared to other volatiles), probably
due to the low photodestruction rate of CO2 in the gaseous state [18]. The age of the
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lunar cold traps has been estimated to be ~2 Gyr, with an accumulation of H2O ice being
50–500 kg/m2/Gyr, with the rate of CO2 accumulations proposed to be similarly high [2].

Figure 2. The lunar and Martian CO2-rich geologic features. (a) Amundsen crater on the lunar south
pole as imaged by the LRO Wide-angle Camera (WAC) has been observed to have stable CO2 volatiles
within its shadowed crater walls [2]. Scale bar at 50 km; (b) Swiss cheese terrain from the southern
Martian poles as imaged by HiRISE (ESP-012271-0940); (c) CO2 “spider” geysers on the Martian
surface imaged by HiRISE (ESP-012643-0945). Both HiRISE images are 5 km across.

The detection of ice in the permanently shadowed craters of Mercury has been known
since full-disk radar mapping of its surface was carried out by [19]. It is thought that most
of the ice surviving in these craters has been accumulated through exogeneous delivery
in a similar manner as proposed for the Moon, where CO2 would be transported to these
regions alongside other volatiles, such as H2O, methane (CH4), and ammonia (NH3) [12].

The Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) imaging and the Shallow Radar soundings
have observed CO2 ice within the polar caps on Mars [20]. The Martian northern polar
cap is shaped mostly by ice sublimation, deposition, and wind erosion [21], while the
southern polar CO2 cap has distinctive pitting (a.k.a. “Swiss cheese”; Figure 2b) and CO2
geysers (a.k.a. “Spiders”; Figure 2c) produced by outgassing solid-state greenhouses [22,23].
Early in Mars’ geologic history, CO2 is thought to have been present at the ~1 bar level
(<2 m depth) and is likely stored in these polar layered deposits [20]. While these deposits
are water-ice-dominated, the perennial CO2-ice deposits are <5 m thick (amounting to an
area of ~90,000 km2) [20].

The outer Solar System hosts a complexity of volatiles and water ice, mostly located
on the outer four planets beyond the water ice snow line ~2.7 AU from the Sun, where
radiation equilibrium temperature drops below 150 K. In this paper, we review the varying
nature of the CO2 and CO ices from Jupiter to Pluto (Figure 3). The nature of CO2 on the
surfaces of satellites around Jupiter and Saturn depends on the magnetospheric nature of
their giant host planets, along with the relationship with water ice (Figure 3). It is also worth
noting that the majority of the moons discussed here are tidally locked to their host planets,
which themselves have extensive magnetospheres and short rotation periods. As a result,
these moons typically have rotational periods close to their orbital periods whereby the
same surface is always facing the host planet. The energetic electrons and ions within these
magnetospheres therefore primarily interact with the trailing hemisphere for all but the
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most energetic particles [24]. On the other hand, the leading hemispheres are more prone
to space weathering by micrometeoroid impacts.

Figure 3. Map of the Solar System (in this review) regarding presence of CO2 or CO on the surface
(or subsurface), and possible environmental interactions at each satellite, such as magnetic fields or
irradiation. Note that CO2 is usually found on both trailing and leading hemispheres of these icy
satellites, we mark the strongest presence of CO2 here.

Uranus and Neptune are comparatively poorly understood due to the limiting data
from Voyager 2. However, previous and current spectroscopic data from ground-based
telescopes have helped our understanding of the CO2 ices on only some (not all) of the
Uranian moons, as well as their intermixed relationship with other ices, including CO,
on Triton at Neptune. With minimal surface pressures, CO2 is susceptible to sublimation,
except on Triton, where surface temperatures are too low to drive CO2 removal via subli-
mation [25]. Pure CO2 ice is unstable over the age of the Solar System in the Jupiter-Uranus
systems, and any detectable deposits of pure CO2 must be actively synthesized, delivered,
or recently exposed by impacts, tectonism, or emplaced by cryovolcanism [26]. On Pluto,
CO has an interesting and complex relationship with N2 and CH4 in certain geological
regions across the surface, as observed by New Horizons.

The thermophysical and rheological properties of CO2 and CO are measured through
several previous experimental works, which are reviewed in brief here. Such an under-
standing of these primary C-bearing ices across the Solar System can give us insight into
the geoscientific complexity of these simple volatiles.

A major step toward explaining the nature of these ices on various planetary sur-
faces and establishing their evolutionary origins requires accurate knowledge of their
thermophysical and chemical properties. This review offers a primer on the current state
of knowledge of CO2 and CO ices, and furthermore highlights future, detailed laboratory
work and further planetary mission objectives. We have organized our review of CO2 and
CO ices into the regions which they are situated on various icy satellites. We review the
mineralogical and rheological properties of CO2 and CO ices from (limited) experimen-
tal research, followed by the chemical aspect of spectroscopic observations of these ices.
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We then review the geologic nature of CO2 and CO ices from Jovian, Saturnian, Uranian,
and Neptunian satellites, Pluto, and comets, including the possible origins of the ices,
such as from subsurface oceans and UV irradiation. We conclude with a summary of our
review and recommendations for future investigations.

2. Mineralogical and Rheological Properties

The satellites of the gas and ice giants and bodies of the Kuiper Belt harbor surface
ice made of volatile molecules, clathrates, and complex hydrocarbons. Orbiter and fly-by
images reveal complex geological structures across these satellites, where the materials
are shaped by intricate physical processes. To understand the nature of these geologic
variations on these icy surfaces requires knowledge of the mineralogical physics, such as
the thermophysical and rheological properties of the ice. The rheology of ice is controlled
by many factors, such as temperature, grain size, porosity, and stress, most of which are
highly influenced by the impurities or the crystalline shape (e.g., hydrate cages vs. crys-
talline phases) [27,28]. While regolithic properties are determined through remote spectral
observations of ground-based telescopes or mission data, the majority of these are estimates
based upon Hapke modeling [29], which often relies on several assumptions regarding
albedo effects, optical properties, compositions, and grain sizes and shapes—all parameters
that are poorly constrained by these volatiles, often due to a lack of experimental data.

On the basis of an erosional view of the ices and how the CO2 and CO ices can behave
differently via sublimation or deposition, we can hypothesize that these ices would differ
across these icy surfaces. The materials disaggregate from each other, causing collapse
and slope retreat, resulting in smooth, undulating, low albedo plains of lag deposits,
usually leaving H2O isolated on the top of localized summits and CO2 within cold traps at
lower elevations [30]. On Mars, the northern polar cap is shaped by ice sublimation and
deposition [21], along with the distinctive pitting and outgassing geysers in the southern
CO2 pole [22,23,31]. However, on Pluto, CO is found in trace amounts in the atmosphere
and condenses onto Sputnik Planitia or latitudinal regions with concentrations of N2
or CH4 [32,33].

While water ice is the main component across these surfaces, CO2 and CO still have
some interesting rheological information, which we briefly review here. Currently, most
models rely on laboratory-derived empirical relationships, which are essential for the
thermal modeling of the complex structures that are observed across the surfaces—such
as faults and graben, geysers, impact craters, lineae, furrows, and possible cryovolcanic
terrains [34]. These various endogenic and exogenic processes need an underlying under-
standing into the lithospheric nature of the ices for resurfacing and strains. The eruption of
liquids through an icy crust can be complex due to the presence of contaminants, such as
hydrates, which could vary its relative density. The presence of CO2 or CO in such an icy
mixture can therefore influence the density of the melt, buoyancy of the melt, and crystal-
lization (including temperature and pressure conditions) of the matrix (see [28]). We briefly
review the current state of low-temperature CO2 and CO experimental research done
with these ices, though unfortunately, there is a lack of CO-specific experimental research
compared to CO2.

CO2 has an amorphous solid phase at <30 K conditions and then transitions to a
cubic phase [35]. Its triple point is located at 216.58 K (5.18 bar pressure). CO has two
crystalline phases, the α-CO phase (cubic) transitions to the β-CO (hexagonal) phase at
~61.6 K [36,37]. Under sufficient pressures (µbar), CO usually would sublimate long before
reaching 61.6 K. [38] have collected sublimation pressures of astrophysical ices, of which
CO2 and CO are listed here in Table 1. From those sublimation pressures, sublimation
rates can be calculated (see [39]). Sublimation rates vary on these icy bodies (Figure 4),
with Pluto and Triton at lower temperatures to allow CO to condense, although CO2 is
considered negligible at temperatures < 30 K due to the amorphous phase of CO2 being
unstable to solidify at planetary surfaces [4]. At conditions > 60 K, CO2 becomes the more
dominant volatile ice, and CO becomes unstable. Note that in a laboratory setting, growing
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amorphous ice versus crystalline ice requires low deposition rates; indeed, the splitting
of the ν2 bending mode is a sign that some degree of crystallinity is present within pure
CO2 ices [40].

Table 1. Sublimation pressures and temperatures of CO2 and CO ices. Values from [38] and
references therein.

Species Temperature (K) Pressure (Bar)

CO2

70 1.00 × 10−13

80 3.98 × 10−11

90 6.31 × 10−09

100 2.00 × 10−07

CO

70 0.158
80 0.631
90 2.51
100 6.31

Figure 4. Sublimation rate curves for CO and CO2. Colored bars represent the temperature ranges of
different icy satellites and Mars. Note that CO2 is negligible at temperatures < 60 K in terms of thick
deposits, such that it is not a viable ice source at Pluto and Triton.

The thermal evolution of the ices, and on a macro scale, the evolution of the structural
geologies on icy surfaces, depend greatly on the relative densities of phases. The density of
ices can also influence how the subsurface ices can be buoyant in potential oceans or the
density of grains for mass transport or erosional resistance [28]. From Table 2, the density
of CO2 is ~1.4 g cm−3, increasing as temperature increases [41]. The pure CO densities
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have not yet been experimentally researched in different thermal ranges, but pure CO
is 1.02 g cm−3 at 30 K [42,43]. However, the density of CO in N2 has been measured
(Table 3) [44]. It has been estimated that CO densities may be close to N2 ices for the
purpose of Plutonian glaciation models [45].

Table 2. Density of CO2 ices at low temperatures as measured by Satorre et al. [41].

Species Temperature (K) Density (g cm−3)

CO2

10 1
30 1.17
40 1.25
50 1.45
70 1.48
80 1.51

Table 3. Density of CO in N2 mixtures as determined by the molar ratio of CO within the mixture at
a constant temperature of 14 K. Experimental values from Satorre et al. [44].

%CO Density (g cm−3)

10 0.94
20 0.87
30 0.87
50 0.89
70 0.92
90 0.95

The elastic properties of ice determine how much the ice crystal will compress given
an external pressure. The ratio of the stress to the strain, regarding those compressional
forces, defines Young’s modulus. CO2 Young’s modulus at 80 K is 13.12 GPa [46]. Ice Ih at
that same temperature is ~0.1–0.5 GPa [28].

Another thermodynamic property that could affect the crystallinity of CO2 and CO is
sublimation energy, the heat required to change a solid phase constituent to the vaporous
gas phase. CO2 has higher sublimation energies than CO by a factor of ≥3 (see [47]). CO2
at 80–90 K temperatures, the sublimation energy is 22.37 kJ/mol and then increases as the
temperature increases. In contrast, CO at temperatures < 60 K ranges from 6.3–7.9 kJ/mol
(Table 4).

Table 4. Sublimation energy (E) of CO2 and CO as experimentally measured by Luna et al. [47].

Species Temperature (K) E (kJ mol−1)

CO2
91.5–92.5 29.3

80–90 22.37

CO
33.5–34.5 6.3

40–50 7.98
54–61 7.6

In water ice containing CO2 and CO, crystallization times for amorphous water ice
drops between 100–150 K, which is the average temperature range that may occur on
Ganymede and Callisto [48]. From Schmitt et al. [48], an example of the crystallization time
for water ice at 140 K (equatorial daytime temp on Ganymede) is ~1 h. The depletion of the
volatiles from a water ice lattice at that same temperature is a slightly longer time, as the
crystallization process squeezes the CO2 or CO out of the water lattice [49]. The crystal-
lization time increases to 700 h at 120 K, whereas it is on the order of 2 × 105 years at 90 K.
Therefore, small molecules will stay in the lattice in the polar regions for longer periods
of time. However, in a volatile-rich equatorial region with more sunlight and therefore
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increased temperatures, those small molecules may be driven out of the solid and form
other condensing products or form transient atmospheres/exospheres [50].

The fact that CO2 (and CO) persist on many of these surfaces despite their substantial
vapor pressure at the temperatures of these bodies has largely been placed on the fact that
these volatiles are either mixed or trapped with other species. In particular, the trapping of
CO/CO2 volatiles within clathrates has been suggested to play a major role [51]. CO2 mixed
with H2O ice could be in the form of a clathrate or other state that could occupy two different
kinds of “sites” in a lattice. These “sites” are interstitial, where CO2 is caught in-between
two regularly spaced H2O molecules, or these can be substitutional, where CO2 takes the
place of a regular H2O molecule in the lattice [49,52]. Such arrangements in an H2O-CO2
mixed ice can cause differences in the IR spectra, including and most diagnostically, the
band positions, depending on if the CO molecules are interstitial or substitutional [49,53].
Clathrates in general have a peculiar thermodynamic behavior compared to crystalline
water ice. The presence of guest gases within the water ice cage influences the molecular
interactions, and therefore the stability and physical mechanics of the crystalline structure
to be different. Clathrate hydrates with CO2 (or N2 or CH4) are generally less dense than the
various high-pressure water ices [54], which may influence geologic structures overlying
subsurface oceans, though more experimental research is warranted.

3. Chemical and Spectral Aspects

Solid CO2 has also been detected in the interstellar medium (ISM) by the Spitzer Space
Telescope and other telescopic observations [55,56]. Solid CO2 is a major component of
the icy mantle coating sub-micron-sized dust grains [57]. In the cold ISM, the oxidation of
solid CO could lead to the formation of CO2, perhaps with a mixture of CO:O2 ice [57,58].
O atoms needed may have been accreted in the grain, or resulted from dissociation of
molecules, such as O2 or H2O, by radiation (such as Lyα, stellar winds, cosmic rays) [59–61].

Both the experimental and model simulation of the processes occurring within the
radiation tracks of ionizing radiation, as well as those instigated by UV photons, primarily
result in the production of suprathermal radicals and atoms, which are not in thermal
equilibrium with their surrounding environment. Such species can surpass typical reaction
barriers and lead to unusual chemical processes [58,62,63].

Lab studies have demonstrated that the irradiation of solid CO or mixtures thereof
(with water or solid O2) can produce CO2, but CO2:CO ratios much smaller than those
observed in the ISM [64–66]. On the other hand, CO2 grains produced from CO + O
reactions and CO radiolysis can (if heated) increase this ratio due to the higher volatility
of CO [59]. Lab experiments demonstrate that radiolysis of H2O ice and C-rich substrates
driven by charged particle irradiation can generate CO2 [43,67–71]. The CO2 produced
by bombardment of ions and UV photons in simple ices effects such processing ranges,
from ion sputtering, physical modification of the crystalline structure, and induction of
non-thermal chemical reactions resulting in the refractory of organic residues [72–75]. In the
temperature range of the Galilean satellites at 97–157 K, H2O and CO2 can interact in a
variety of ways, especially if the product of the plasma radiolysis is an H2O/CO2 ice.
For example, if an amorphous water ice containing CO2 (or radiolysis products) is heated,
volatile products (e.g., CO) produced by plasma bombardment will then be driven off by
thermal cycling as the water ice recrystallizes at the higher temperatures, leaving refractory
residual materials [48,61,73,76]. Irradiation of H2O/CO2 ices will preserve the presence
of CO2 and CO above their normal sublimation temperatures [49]. Brucato et al. [77]
observed that CO and CO2 were still present up to 157 K, even though CO typically
sublimates at 30 K and CO2 sublimates at 72 K. Despite differences in the experimental
results and parameters, all agree that the irradiative products of CO, CO3, and H2CO3
(carbonic acid) are formed, and potentially O2, H2O2, and O3, which are observed at Europa
(see Figure 5) [78]. Carbonic acid (H2CO3) has been suggested to be present on several icy
surfaces, as it is a radiation product of H2O:CO2 ices and potentially alongside formic acid
(HCOOH) [61,79,80]. However, it has not been detected on comets and is unlikely to be on
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cometary surfaces traveling through the inner solar system. H2CO3 has a low sublimation
temperature and thus would sublimate from the surface long before a comet reaches the
inner solar system.

Figure 5. Potential reaction pathways (solid black lines) that occur in irradiated H2O-CO2 ices,
derived from laboratory experiments. Not all pathways are shown, and some pathways need to be
re-evaluated by additional experimental research (dashed black lines). Figure adapted from [49].
Blue solid lines require the addition of H2O; red solid lines require the addition of CO; green
solid lines (OH); red dashed lines (HCO); and blue dashed lines (HOCH2). We note that although
these species can be generated from H2O and CO2 ices, other components present can also lead to,
and influence, the distributions of these products (e.g., CH4, CH3OH, O2, etc.).

The Pioneer, Voyager, and Galileo missions paved the way for the understanding of
the chemistry of the Jovian satellites [81]. The Galileo spacecraft obtained results from
the solid-state imaging camera (SSI) and the NIMS instrument, operating in the range of
0.7–5.2 µm [82]. Further missions, such as Cassini and its Visual and Infrared Mapping
Spectrometer (VIMS) and the New Horizons Linear Etalon Imaging Spectral Array (LEISA),
have provided more information on the ices on Saturn and Pluto, respectively [83,84].
If we were to compare the spectra of Triton and Pluto (Figure 6), we see that the deeper CO2
spectral bands are very prominent in the Triton spectra, including a more major 2.35 µm
CO band depth than Pluto’s.

It has been observed that the CO2 spectral profiles vary across the outer solar system
and are certainly influenced by environmental conditions, such as temperature, which are
still being investigated. Some hypotheses on the differences of spectral profiles include
the following: (i) the mixing or entrapment of CO2 (or CO) with H2O and other volatiles
(or organics) [3,85,86]; (ii) CO2 absorbed in minerals [87]; or (iii) clathrates [51].

Pure CO2 has a prominent spectral band at 2340 cm−1 (4.27 µm) [86,88]. From Table 5,
CO2 shows a variety of other spectral bands if mixed with H2O [89]. Pure CO also has
several spectral bands in the near-IR [90]. On Callisto and Ganymede, the CO2 bands are
centered at 2348.5–2349 cm−1 (4.258–4.257 µm) [91,92], while Iapetus and Phoebe have CO2
spectral bands at 2347 cm−1 (4.261 µm) [7,93]. A hypothesis on the down-shifting of the
CO2 on Phoebe and Iapetus includes the CO2 being physisorbed in other host materials,
such as clays [87].
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Table 5. Prominent spectral bands in the IR wavelengths and respective vibrational modes.

Species Mode Band (cm−1) Band (µm)

ν1 1385 7.22 b

ν2 660, 665 15.15, 15.04
ν3 2340 4.274 c

2ν2 + ν3 3592 2.784
ν1 + ν3 3700 2.703

CO2
a 2ν3 4685 2.134

4ν2 + ν3 4832 2.070
ν1 + 2ν2 + ν3 4960 2.016

2ν1 + ν3 5083 1.967
ν1 + 4ν2 + ν3 6214 1.609

2ν1 + 2ν2 + ν3 6341 1.577
3ν3 6972 1.434

ν + ν f 4278.5 2.33
2ν 4250.9 2.35
2ν 4198.2 2.38
2ν 4158 2.4
2ν 4150.9 2.4

CO d,e 2ν 4054.8 2.46
ν 2139.4 4.67
ν 2112 4.73
ν 2091.7 4.78
ν 2088 4.78
ν 2039.9 4.9

a Values from Bernstein et al. [89] and Gerakines et al. [95]; b This band is forbidden by the selection rules,
but can be weakly observed, particularly in mixtures of H2O:CO2; c Pure CO2 spectral band; d Values from
the Grenoble astropHysic and planetOlogy Solid Spectroscopy and Thermodynamics (GHOSST) database by
Schmitt et al. [90]; e Many of these peaks are due to the C isotopes; f This band is due to neighboring molecules
that absorb the photon and split between the two species rather than one mode 2ν, which would be at a lower
frequency due to anharmonicity.

Figure 6. Telescopic spectra of Triton and Pluto with labeled CO2 (1.65, 1.96 µm) and CO (2.35 µm)
spectral bands. It should be noted that most of the remaining CO and CO2 bands are spectrally
interfered by more dominant CH4 spectral bands [87]. (Pluto’s spectrum obtained from the UKIRT
(adapted from [94]); Triton’s spectrum is averaged IRTF/SpeX (adapted from [11]).
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4. Jupiter and Saturn
4.1. Ganymede

CO2 ice is inferred to be present on the surface of Ganymede from Galileo NIMS
(Near-Infrared Mapping Spectrometer) data [85,92] and is also detected by visible and UV
absorption features [96,97]. Such absorption band signatures were distinct from those of
pure solid or vaporous CO2, implying that the molecules are instead trapped or bound on
the surface mixed with other species. This also provides a degree of thermal stability in
that CO2 is retained on surfaces that are otherwise at higher temperatures than the ~80 K at
which CO2 would otherwise be unstable due to sublimation [85]. The maximum surface
temperature at Ganymede is ~152 K on the equator, but its poles do not exceed 80 K [98,99].

It is unlikely that there would be any amorphous CO2 on any Jovian satellite since if
CO2 migrated to the poles from the equator of a satellite, it would condense on the surface
above its amorphous-crystalline transition temperature. Upon reaching the poles, CO2
condenses as crystalline CO2 [49]. However, when subjected to plasma bombardment
and irradiation, CO2 produces other products, such as carbon suboxide (C3O2) and, in the
presence of water, carbonic acid (H2CO3), on shorter timescales [100,101]. There also does
not appear to be any leading or trailing hemisphere asymmetry in the distribution of CO2,
nor do impact craters appear to be CO2-rich [92].

In the terrains where CO2 is detected, it has been observed to be sufficiently large-
grained [102]. Areas with finer-grained ice, like the polar regions of Ganymede, are not
necessarily detectable, unlike Europa, for which small amounts of CO2 have been detected
in the finer-grained ices in its leading hemisphere [92]. On Ganymede, the bright sulci
terrains contain less CO2 than the dark terrains (Figure 7a), which are widely distributed
±60◦ from the equator [92]. Distributions could be controlled by geological processes,
plus effects from the Jovian (and thus Ganymedean) magnetospheres, observing the fol-
lowing: (i) CO2 not detected in polar regions; (ii) upper crust depleted of CO2 (with the
exception of Mir crater); (iii) deepest spectral bands of CO2 found in darker, non-ice re-
gions as detected by NIMS; (iv) dark crater ejects depleted in CO2; and (v) CO2 exist in
larger-grained equatorial regions [92].

Figure 7. Examples of CO2 features across some of the Galilean satellites. (a) Dark terrain and
furrows on Ganymede (scale bar 250 km); (b) Callisto with brighter, fresher CO2 deposits (scale bar
250 km); (c) Lineae features on Europa (scale bare 75 km).
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Fresh impact craters on Ganymede do not contain any significant amounts of CO2 or
impurities, in contrast to Callisto [103]. Such a depletion of CO2 in crater ejects implies that
the interior of Ganymede has become depleted in CO2. The CO2 lost from the interior is
probably due to Ganymede’s differentiation and tectonic history. It is also possible that
the CO2 was originally endogenous as a clathrate solution with the ice, depending on the
temperature and pressure conditions, and was either absorbed into the non-ice material or
as inclusions [92].

4.2. Callisto

CO2 and SO2 have been observed on the surface of Callisto by the Galileo NIMS
spectra [104]. CO2 has varying concentrations except at higher latitudes, which may be
attributed to water ice frost [85], implying more mobile and transient molecules of the frost.
The CO2 concentration on the trailing hemisphere has a longitudinal distribution largely
consistent with a sinusoid centered on the equator near 270◦ longitude [104], suggesting
exogenic effects related to Jupiter’s magnetic field. Exogenic and endogenous mechanisms
exist to explain the nature of CO2 distributions. Such distributions suggest it originated
from either in-falling CO2-rich material, surface chemistry, or exposure of subsurface
deposits [104].

CO2 appears to be more associated with enriched craters compared to the surrounding
dark material (Figure 7b), suggesting impact processes that may also affect the distribu-
tion [103,104]. CO2 could also originate from impact-related events, such as comets [105].
Low CO2 in bolides and high concentrations in others would explain the CO2-poor and
CO2-rich fresh impact craters in Burr and Tornarsuk craters, respectively [104]. Impact-
related and/or in situ chemistry includes radiolysis as a means to produce CO2 in the
trailing hemisphere surface material and the chemistry of precursor materials subjected to
high-velocity impacts.

For the trailing hemisphere, this region involves the effects of Jupiter’s magnetic
field, including the following: (i) implantation of magnetospheric bounded dust grains
containing CO2; (ii) sputtering effects in an accumulation of CO2-bearing dark material;
(iii) in situ radiolysis; and (iv) alteration of host material.

Callisto may also have an internal reservoir where strong surface CO2 signatures
are maintained while CO2 is lost through a thin exosphere [106]. Such a subsurface CO2
reservoir can be exposed by cratering. Variable CO2 concentrations in ice-rich impact
craters would reflect a subsurface inhomogeneity in CO2 abundance. A CO2 subsurface
may be able to host CO2 clathrates [107] and contain up to 0.01% of trapped molecules
(including possibly CO) if double-caged [108]. Loss of CO2 from ice on the surface could
explain why the freshest craters are enriched in CO2.

4.3. Europa

The formation of Europa assumes an origin in the Jovian sub nebula from material
comparable to that of carbonaceous chondrites [109,110]. Assuming only CO2 is derived
from the leaching of this material, it is argued that the subsurface oceanic concentrations
could be in the range of ~0.02–1.23% by number CO2 [109]. If it erupted to the surface, solid
CO2 could be expected within the ice shell makeup. However, Galileo NIMS observations
indicate an abundance of CO2 of 0.08% [111], although NIMS data only represents the
approximate uppermost millimeter of the surface, and (consequently), the most radiation-
processed surface materials [112,113]. Therefore, NIMS may represent a lower limit of
CO2 concentration in the ice shell. CO2, when exposed to high-energy ions and electrons,
evolves into CO and O, among other products [63,80]. Solid O2 is not stable near the
surface of Europa [79], although it is considered to be a radiation product. CO is highly
volatile and would escape into the atmosphere and be ionized away by Jupiter’s magnetic
field. A tenuous CO atmosphere may exist on Europa, but no carbon lines of such a
compound were seen in the collected spectra by Hall et al. [114]. CO2 is also found on
Europa’s trailing anti-Jovian hemisphere [115], where carbon supposedly originates from
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micrometeorites within 1.5–12 g/s (at the Galilean satellites), at ~3 g/s for Europa [112].
This is associated with darker hydrate materials and with non-ice materials comparable
to Callisto and Ganymede [92]. The hydrate distribution in the chaos and linea geologic
structures (Figure 7c) may be associated with Europan interior dynamics [116,117].

The Galileo NIMS and the Hubble Space Telescope, along with lab experiment results,
indicate the production of oxidant compounds (H2O2, CO2, SO2, etc.) is a consequence
of radiolytic chemistry [112,118]. Once created, these products may be entrained deeper
into the ice shell through resurfacing processes like tectonism or impacts. The temperature
and pressure within the hydrosphere are also conditional for the formation of clathrate
compounds like CO2 clathrates [119]. Since CO2 is strongly associated with the endogenous
dark (typically hydrated) regions, this may indicate a CO2-rich ocean that is a potential
environment for autotrophic organisms that may thrive at rock-ocean interfaces [115,120].

4.4. Io

SO2, H2S, H2O, and CO2 have been identified (even tentatively) on Io through infrared
spectroscopic techniques [121–123].

If CO2 exists on Io, it might be present in the form of an aerosol or thin surface frost
over localized spots [124]. CO2 may also be intimately mixed with SO2-rich ices and
frosts [124,125]. CO2 is expected to form at temperatures typical of colder spots on Io [123].
However, these CO2 cold spots are not expected to be stable at temps above 100 K, while
daytime temps on Io can reach 130 K, and CO2 leads a rather nomadic, transient existence
on the surface.

4.5. Saturnian System

CO2 deposits in the Jupiter-Saturn systems are associated with low albedo and organic-
rich regions [51,115,126]. Aside from CO2 ice associated with fresher impact craters on
Callisto [103] and CO2 detected in plumes emanating from Enceladus [127], there appears
to be no clear correlation of CO2 with geologic features. However, spatial correlation of
CO2 and H2O ices support active UV photolysis and radiolysis mechanisms [128,129].

Europa, Callisto, and Dione are all embedded within their host planet’s magneto-
spheres, CO2 on trailing hemispheres, all relating to particle photolysis mechanisms.
Ganymede is also embedded, but its intrinsic magnetic field deflects charged particles,
which may explain why there is no clear asymmetry of CO2. Hyperion (chaotic rotation)
and Phoebe (non-synchronous rotation) also do not display hemispherical asymmetries.
Iapetus does have obvious hemispherical asymmetries in its CO2 abundance, but it has
been observed that its low albedo is in the leading hemisphere, while H2O is in the trailing
hemisphere [130].

4.6. Enceladus

Accumulations of solid CO2 were identified on the surface of Enceladus, mostly
concentrated at the southern pole (Figure 8a) [5]. CO2 ice sublimes in Enceladean conditions,
thus these deposits must be sustained by some mechanism, such as the transport of CO2
from the subsurface ocean [5,131,132]. The CO2 deposits within the polar cold traps may
persist for up to 6 years before subliming [5].

At the southern pole, Enceladus houses the famous “tiger stripes”—fissure-like
thermally-dynamic features [132], where CO2 deposits are on the surface and in the gaseous
phase within the subsurface ocean, as observed in the plumes, as imaged by Cassini in
2004 [5,131]. In fact, most of the highest concentrations of CO2 were found in the regions
between the tiger stripes [132]; however, the deposition cannot come directly from the
plumes, otherwise water would dominate the signal. CO2 emerges from the subsurface
ocean in the following two main ways: (i) seeping, in which pockets of pure CO2 ice are
created; or (ii) blowouts, which emit both CO2 gas and aerosols [5]. CO2 clathrates are also
potentially deposited within an average of 17 m of the vents [5]. Combe et al. [132] were
able to identify both pure and mixed CO2 ice, again with the highest levels between the
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main active faults of the south polar region (notably where the temperature is the lowest).
This implies how CO2 frosts accumulate between the tiger stripes, since other regions
would vaporize the CO2.

Figure 8. Examples of CO2-specific regions on Saturnian satellites as imaged by Cassini. (a) Tiger
stripe southern pole on Enceladus (scale bar 25 km); (b) the darker leading hemisphere of Iapetus
transitioning to the lighter albedo trailing hemisphere (scale bar 250 km); (c) cratered surface of
Phoebe (scale bar 25 km); (d) Darker terrain on Dione (scale bar 100 km).

4.7. Hyperion and Iapetus

The 134.8 km-diameter satellite Hyperion is mostly composed of water ice, though
CO2 has also been observed, possibly mixed with the H2O ice [51] or as a clathrate [133].
The low density of the surface has collapsed pockets of low-albedo material, indicative of
minor irradiative carbon-bearing ices [51]. Unlike Iapetus, Hyperion’s CO2 seems to be
distributed across high-, low-, and mid-albedo materials.

Iapetus has the most extreme albedo contrasted surface in the Saturnian system
(Figure 8b), where the leading hemisphere and equatorial region have a low albedo of
2–6%, and the trailing hemisphere and poles have a 10× greater reflectance of H2O ice [7].
Pure CO2 ice is unstable under Iapetus’ conditions [93], and instead pure CO2 is generated
through the photolysis of O and C in mixtures with other compounds, including H2O [128].
The CO2 then moves ballistically around the atmosphere until it reaches the poles (with
some atmospheric escaping effects), where it is stabilized by the cold temperatures (~130 K)
and sequestered for up to 15 years [93,128]. Iapetus’ obliquity, interestingly enough, causes
the CO2 to switch hemispheres [128], estimating that ~12% of the CO2 cap is lost during a
complete yearly cycle.

The CO2 formed on Iapetus is also photolyzed by UV radiation and cosmic ray
mechanisms [128,134]. Since UV radiation and cosmic rays are the potential culprits for the
irradiation mechanisms on CO2, the low-albedo regions may contain C-bearing molecular
species, such as CH4. From experimental work, radiation of water-covered graphene
(or graphene oxides) produces CO2 during these processes, including UV and various
radiation sources [70].

From the Cassini VIMS data, the H2O ice mixes with the CO2 and the CO2 band
shifts [7]. Both Iapetus and Phoebe display shifted CO2 bands, indicating these surfaces are
H2O ice poor, but not necessarily ice-free [7].

4.8. Phoebe and Dione

On Phoebe, the Cassini VIMS instrument shows spectra indistinguishable from pure
CO2 ice or from the Type II clathrate (where the ratio of water and another molecule is
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larger than Type I at 17:1; [51,135], where the central band of pure CO2 is at ~4.27 µm
(2340 cm−1) [51]. However, it has been observed that the CO2 bands are correlated in some
places with the H2O spectral bands and are more spatially variable [51], suggesting that
the surface may also include liquid or gaseous CO2 [7].

Phoebe is comparatively far from Saturn (~0.086 AU) (Figure 8c), so the destruction or
transformation of CO2 ice on the surface is predominantly due to cosmic rays and solar
UV, as opposed to the magnetosphere [51]. Interestingly, Phoebe has a sufficiently strong
CO2 band to reveal its 13C/12C ratio, which is unusually high (by nearly 4.7 times) than the
other Saturnian satellites (see [93]).

For Dione, the surface is almost entirely high-albedo H2O ice, but a weak spectral
band of CO2 has been measured in the lower-albedo trailing hemisphere (Figure 8d) [51].

4.9. Titan

Titan’s methane-rich, aerosol-filled atmosphere complicates the identification of sur-
face compositions in the near-IR [83], though CO2 has been identified in the atmosphere
through ground-based telescopes and VIMS onboard the Cassini spacecraft, including CO2
detected in Titan’s nightside atmosphere at 4.30 µm [83].

5. Uranus and Neptune

Uranus (~19.8 AU) and Neptune (~30.1 AU) have an enrichment in carbon. The density
of solids in the outer protosolar nebula is too low to fully explain these icy giant formations.
Ali-Dib et al. [136] suggest that this can be explained if Uranus and Neptune originally
formed at the CO ice line (at a maximum distance of 28 AU), possibly due to the diffusion
and redistribution of vapors, and that these planets are in N2-poor (or N2-depleted) gas
environments. Calculating the composition and properties of the CO ice line, including
turbulent drag, sublimation, gas diffusion, and condensation for vapors, gives this ice line
a natural depletion in N2 vapor [136].

The surfaces of the Uranian satellites are characterized by a mixture of H2O ice and a
dark, low-albedo constituent, potentially of C-rich material, along with CO2 ice [26]. At the
heliocentric distance of the Uranian system, native CO2 should be removed on timescales
shorter than the age of the Solar System (see [136]). Therefore, the detected CO2 (through
the use of spectrometers, such as the SpeX spectrograph at NASA’s Infrared Telescope
Facility—IRTF [26]; on these moons may be actively produced. Analogous to the irradiative
processes on the Jovian and Saturnian moons, charged particles caught in Uranus’ magnetic
field bombard the surfaces, driving a radiolytic CO2 production cycle.

CO2 ices, through recent near-IR observations, have been detected over both hemi-
spheres of most Uranian satellites, with the strongest CO2 in the trailing hemispheres
closest to Uranus, as compared to the H2O in the leading hemispheres [137]. However,
there is no detection of CO2 on Miranda, and the CO2 on Oberon is still debatable [137,138].

The potential sources of CO2 on the surfaces of these satellites have multiple possible
origins, such as the following: (i) accretion with primordial materials through impacting
or tectonically exposed or emplaned by cryovolcanism [26]; (ii) exospheric delivery of
non-native CO2 molecules sourced from different sources through or outside the Solar
System (i.e., interstellar dust); (iii) re-deposition of sublimated native CO2 in cold traps;
and (iv) non-native O2 synthesized by electron, ion, and UV irradiation. Sublimation of
CO2 driven by subsolar heating is unlikely to influence the observed distribution given that
this mechanism should operate evenly in both hemispheres, leading to the homogenizing
of the CO2 distribution. Similarly, UV photolysis should also operate evenly and is also an
unlikely driver of hemispherical asymmetries [26].

CO2 is detected on Umbriel, Ariel, and perhaps Oberon and Titania [138]. However,
only Umbriel has a prominent bright deposit of CO2. Why does only Umbriel have a
large deposit of CO2? The following three possibilities arise: (i) solid, locally concentrated
CO2 ice deposits not currently present on the surface of the other satellites, (ii) or not
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yet observed (due to limited, low-resolution data from Voyager 2) or (iii) obscured by
sublimation lag by carbonaceous material.

Umbriel has a prominent high-albedo annulus-shaped feature at the pole within the
131 km-diameter impact crater Wunda [39]. Considering sublimation and atmospheric
escape on Umbriel, CO2 ice migrates to low latitudes on geologically short (100–1000 s
of years) timescales. Therefore, the Wunda crater serves as a local cold trap for CO2
(Figure 9a). The high albedo combined with the thermal inertia of CO2 relative to the
regolith allows deposits of CO2 at >15 m thick to be stable over the age of the Solar Sys-
tem [39]. There are, however, a few later native hypotheses for the CO2 deposit in the
Wunda crater. Cryovolcanism has been suggested as a possible source in addition to radi-
olytic production [26]. Extrusive CO2 would be more plausible if instead the homogenous
dark surface was representative of the upper crust, which would allow endogenous activity
superposed on the dark surface to be relatively ancient [39]. CO2 is also suggested to be
excavated by impacts, like Callisto [103]. However, larger craters on Umbriel larger than
Wunda do not contain similarly bright deposits, making this an unlikely direct excavation
of CO2 [39].

Figure 9. Voyager 2 images of CO2 features on Uranian and Neptunian satellites. (a) Wunda crater
CO2 ice deposit (scale bar 75 km); (b) N2 geysers with potential CO or CO2 ice interactions at the
southern pole of Triton (scale bar 250 km).

Ariel has been observed to have a partially young surface with resurfacing struc-
tures [139,140], perhaps by tidal heating. It is possible that older CO2 ice deposits could be
buried and resurfaced. While there are no extreme detections of CO2 spectral signatures on
Oberon [138], Cartwright et al. [26] argues for weak detection and statistically possible CO2
deposits that may be small, localized cold traps under the resolution of the Voyager 2 flyby
images. Weak detection may also be the result of Oberon’s distance from Uranus. Oberon
spends part of its orbit outside Uranus’ magnetic field, making radiolytic production
weak [39]. CO2 ice is not expected to deposit on Miranda due to atmospheric escape, where
Miranda’s escape velocity of 193 m/s is far less than the other four satellites. Due to this
circumstance, CO2 is rapidly lost to space, with ~50% of sublimated molecules escaping.

There is a possibility that Ariel, Titania, and even Oberon have deposits, but these
may be small (or buried), plus the fact that the current USGS maps of these satellites do
not cover the entirety of these moons’ surfaces due to the limiting images from Voyager 2.
It is not surprising that Umbriel is the only satellite with fuller coverage centered on the
trailing hemisphere [39].

Onward to the Neptune system, Triton has been observed to have both CO2 and CO
ices in the near-IR from the 3.9-m UK Infrared Telescope on Mauna Kea and the IRTF SpeX
instrument [11,141,142]. While neither CO2 nor CO gases have been seen by the Voyager
2 data, the presence of these ices are likely frozen in solid matrices of N2 and CH4 solids.
The CO on Triton exhibits longitudinal variation, whereas the absorptions by H2O and CO2
ices show a more uniform spatial distribution [143].
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A major question is whether the CO molecules are diluted in N2 ice or if the CO exists
separately as a pure ice [144]. It is not surprising, however, for CO and N2 mix as the
compounds have similar volatility and are fully miscible in one another, in both liquids
and solids. The two species could separate through a solid-state distillation process [144].
While the geysers on Triton are dominantly N2 outgassing, CO ices could still potentially
play a role in the structure and sublimation nature of the geysers (Figure 9b).

6. Pluto

Ices existing on Pluto include the volatile cryogenic CO, CH4, and N2, with H2O and
complex organic materials [33]. A variety of processes modify its surface, from geologic
to seasonal timescales. CO ices are easily mobilized at the low temperatures of Pluto’s
surface (~40 K) [33]. Pluto’s CO, N2, and CH4 ices are all volatile at Pluto’s surface
temperatures and support Pluto’s atmosphere via vapor pressure equilibrium and seasonal
cycle activity [33,145]. All of these ices are also soluble in one another to some degree,
similar to ices on Triton [37,146].

CO never forms pure deposits on Pluto. Although CO is almost as volatile as N2, it is
also found in trace amounts in the Plutonian atmosphere (thus requiring low temperatures
to condense) as a consequence of Raoult’s Law, controlling the vapor pressure equilib-
rium [32]. Therefore, for CO to be in some surficial solid form to condense and deposit,
it would require it to be either in a mixture with N2 or CH4.

The strongest CO spectral signatures (Figure 10a), as observed by the LEISA instru-
ment onboard the NASA New Horizons mission, are found in the central and southern
portions of Sputnik Planitia, along with the dominant N2 spectral signatures. Sputnik
Planitia having these two dominant volatiles leads to hypotheses on the densities of CO
and N2 ices and what role they may play in the convective nature of the basin’s large icy
cells and glaciation processes (Figure 10c) [32,45,147,148]. CO-CH4 mixtures are mainly in
the 40◦–60◦ latitude band (Figure 10b) [84], mainly found in crater floors, southern Voyager
Terra, southwest Venera Terra, and eastern Hayabusa Terra.

Figure 10. (a) CO concentrations on Pluto as observed by the LEISA instrument onboard the New
Horizons spacecraft (see [84] on color scale and spectral measurements); (b) Venera Terra CO-CH4

dominated region (scale bar 100 km); (c) central Sputnik Planitia basin with CO-N2 ices (scale bar 75 km).
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All of these combinations of a latitudinal trend or localized concentrations point
towards a differentiation or separation process of CO occurring during the N2-rich to
CH4-rich ice transition driven by N2 sublimation [33].

7. Comets

While most comets are considered H2O-dominant, some comets have an abundance
of carbon-bearing parent molecules of CO and CO2, such as comet Kohoutek (1973f)
and comet West (1975n) (Ip 1983). CO gaseous emissions were detected at millimeter
wavelengths in comet 29P/Schwassmann–Wachmann 1 at ~6 AU [149]. Thereafter, CO
was detected in C/1995 O1 (Hale-Bopp) over 6–6.8 AU and in 2060 Chiron at 8.5 AU and
67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko (see references in [149,150]). The CO production rates were
high enough that CO outgassing was assumed to be the main component of activity for
these comets. From Ip [151], addition of CO and/or CO2 molecules (~30% in water) in a
medium-bright comet are dissociated outside of the coma collision zone without depositing
the excess kinetic energy to the neutral atmosphere, namely, due to the photodissociation
length scales of these volatiles are a factor of 10–30 larger than H2O molecules. However,
if the gas production rate is controlled by CO or CO2, the coma collision zone can be
increased by a factor of 7, allowing the photochemical heating due to CO dissociation to be
more effective in outbursting [151–153].

The gaseous emissions of CO+ (and other volatiles such as CN and OH) are also
observed in distantly active comets [154]. However, these cannot drive the activity due
to their production through ionization or dissociation of other molecules in the coma and
do not exist in the nucleus [149]. CO is difficult to photo-ionize beyond 5 AU, so de-
tecting CO+ implies either large amounts of CO being released in the coma or transient
ionization mechanisms.

The European Space Agency’s (ESA) Rosetta mission became the first spacecraft to
follow a comet (Comet 67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko) along its path, providing interest-
ing information on the distribution and levels of production of H2O, CO2, and CO in the
coma at 2.5–2.9 AU using its VIRTIS (Visible and Infrared Thermal Imaging Spectrome-
ter) instrument [1,155–157]. Bockelée-Morvan et al. [155] suggested that CO2 sublimates
below the water ice diurnal skin depth (<1 cm) because CO2 has been observed in both
illuminated and non-illuminated regions of the coma, with outgassing mostly from the
Northern and Southern hemispheres of Comet 67P. However, it should be noted that these
observations are for a specific time (specifically, the Northern hemisphere summer) and
are not representative of the whole nucleus. Fink et al. [158] proposed that the Northern
hemisphere is depleted in CO2. The non-detection of CO2 in the Northern hemisphere
was measured before the May 2015 equinox using data from the RTOF (Reflectron Time-
of-Flight) instrument, even though the surface temperatures (~200 K) were well above
the sublimation temperature of CO2, suggesting an insulating layer of dust and water
was transported from the Southern hemisphere [157], though CO2 was detected in both
hemispheres seasonally using the DFMS (Double-Focusing Mass Spectrometer) instru-
ment [150]. From the ROSINA (Rosetta Orbiter Spectrometer for Ion and Neutral Analysis)
instrument, high CO2/H2O ratios were observed on the southern side of the larger lobe,
though mainly due to lower H2O concentrations [159]. Läuter et al. [159] observed that CO2
was released from both coma hemispheres, but the production rate varied with heliocentric
distance, though H2O was the most varied due to its higher sublimation temperature. With
distance and changing illumination conditions, this led to low CO2/H2O in the Northern
hemisphere inbound up to the equinox and a higher CO2/H2O in the Southern hemisphere.
In terms of the cometary nucleus, which is much more difficult to discern, CO2 has been
seasonally detected on the surface of 67 P, attributed to CO2 frost [156]. However, cometary
comas are complex, and thus the reasoning for differential lobe composition for CO2 and
hemispherical asymmetry is inconclusive. These ratios do not reflect relative production
over the entirety of the cometary body.
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With the beginning of cometary measurements made by the Rosetta mission, future
cometary missions (whether sample return, impactor sampling, or rendezvous) can improve
our understanding of the origins and cycles of CO2 and CO on these primitive icy bodies.

8. Summary

As we have noted in this geoscientific review, the thermodynamic and chemical
properties of CO2 and CO ices remain mostly as theoretical estimates in extreme conditions
(e.g., subsurface oceans or extremely low temperatures and pressures) and we note that not
only more experimental measurements are needed, but also more images from spacecraft
are needed, especially those of the Uranian satellites and Triton. Further experimental
work on CO2 and CO can include further studies on thermal conductivity and expansivity,
density of pure versus volatile mixtures, and diffusion creep. Our knowledge of the surface
compositions and regional or localized variations of CO2 and CO across these icy bodies
has greatly improved our understanding of spectral behaviors, but it is the complexity
and diversity of the emplacement mechanisms of CO2 and CO ices that we must peer
through to understand the properties of these ice phases. We have found that the CO2
distribution varies across the outer Solar System, with various asymmetries in the Jovian
and Saturnian systems, though Dione is supposedly the only Saturnian moon with a trailing
hemisphere-dominant CO2 signature. On Uranus, the CO2 distribution is dominantly in the
trailing hemisphere, with the strongest signatures being closest to Uranus. Their physical
and chemical parameters, such as density and sublimation pressures, are key to modeling
the endogenous and exogenous processes and understanding the variations of collected
spectra from ground-based telescopes or spacecraft missions. Future planetary missions
would benefit from an impact penetrator probe or sampling measurements of CO/CO2
dominant hemispheres on the icy satellites, along with additional spectral observations
in the near-infrared. The Uranian satellites would greatly benefit from a specific mission
to determine the nature and distribution of these ices, especially verifying the presence of
CO2 ices across the satellites. While CO2 and CO ices are not as widespread as other ices,
such as water ice or methane, these volatiles are still worthy of geoscientific exploration in
the outer Solar System. Understanding CO2 and CO through additional experiments or
mission observations (whether remote or sampling) can provide further insight into the
complexity of CO2 and CO origins across the Solar System, and how these compounds
interact with volatiles in chemically, energetically, and geologically varying environments.
Such characteristics of CO2 and CO can enhance models regarding irradiative products,
magnetic field and volatile interactions, and ocean dynamics.
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